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Intrinsic Dev and myQ by Chamberlain Group
Expand Integration Portfolio
Northumberland, UK, March 1st, 2024 – Today, Intrinsic Dev, a leading software provider to the custom
install industry, announce additional integration options for myQ devices. Last month, Intrinsic Dev and
global intelligent access leader, Chamberlain Group (CG), detailed a new long-standing partnership to
provide integration solutions for smart home platforms. This official, licensed partnership has now been
expanded to include Crestron, Crestron Home, and RTI, with URC to follow later in the year.

These latest myQ solutions will join a portfolio boasting over 260 drivers, spread across 90 leading
global brands to date. The new integrations offer control of myQ garage door openers, gate openers, and
myQ compatible lighting devices. As well as enabling integration of homeowner’s existing myQ devices,
these drivers offer reliable and robust options for future projects.

“We’re thrilled Chamberlain Group have extended our partnership to include these additional platforms.
Over the last couple of months, we’ve seen how keen they are to offer solutions to the Custom Install
industry that are reliable, long-lasting, and commercially viable to support. These additional platforms
are testament to that”, said Will Hopkins, CEO of Intrinsic Dev. “The drivers are currently going through
the final stages of testing, and we look forward to releasing them publicly over the next few weeks.”

“CG is committed to simplifying access with expanded service capabilities for nearly 11 million people
that rely upon myQ,” said Kiel Fitzgerald, Sr. Director & GM myQ Residential Partnerships at Chamberlain
Group.  “Our strategic partnership with Intrinsic Dev brings myQ intelligent access to life with market-
leading platforms across the smart home automation industry. Crestron, Crestron Home and RTI provide
excellent user experiences, and we’re excited to deliver a solution that mutually strengthens our
customer value.”

About Intrinsic Dev
Intrinsic Dev develop, sell, and support drivers to enable the integration of equipment. Founded and run
by people with first-hand knowledge of the Custom Install industry, Intrinsic Dev aims to provide
integration solutions and support that are cost effective, easy to deploy and reliable.

Intrinsic Dev understand the importance of reliability for both installers and brand reputations, as well as
end users. Intrinsic Dev therefore design their code solutions to work in harmony with control
processors, resulting in stable, reliable installations that function perfectly every time.

About Chamberlain Group
Chamberlain Group is a global leader in intelligent access and Blackstone portfolio company. Our
innovative products, combined with intuitive software solutions, comprise a myQ ecosystem that
delivers seamless, secure, access to people’s homes and businesses. Our recognizable brands,
including LiftMaster®  and Chamberlain® , are found in 50+ million homes, and 10+ million people rely
on our myQ®  app daily to control and monitor their homes, communities and businesses, from
anywhere. Our patented vehicle-to-home connectivity solution, myQ Connected Garage, is available in
millions of vehicles from the leading automakers.

Follow Chamberlain Group on LinkedIn and Instagram.
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